CITO Priority Report Actions since JCIT Meeting on 2/15/11
Closed from 2/16 list by 2/21
1. Calendars on WEB site 4 hours after creation in the restian repository and on the WEB external
legislative interface;
2. Calendars should display on the internal legislative interface after final editing and release by the
chambers.
3. Remove the frame for all PDF’s on the site
4. Provide Bill Subject Index and Daily Action Report with bill status report (called “Senate and House
Actions Report and Subject Index Report”)
5. Faster performance of WEB external legislative and internal legislative interface
6. Provide key word and phrase search for statutes. Allow alpha characters to work on statute filters
7. Create a production cloned internal legislative interface, chamber, law making, global zone test
environment (assigned to LAS Computer Services for change control testing)
Closed from 2/21 list by 2/28
1. Close the following calendar “TRAC” tickets:
A. Calendar generation: improve the list section of the calendar putting items on the list in
proper order which should be populated directly from the repository based on leadership
desires and bill meta data information (ticket #2607 and #2660)
B. Correct GO tails showing “unknown” for sponsors (ticket #2376)
2. Create a production cloned internal legislative interface, chamber, law making, global zone test
environment (assigned to LAS Computer Services for change control testing)
3. Conference committee members on ELI and LI
Closed from 2/28 list by 3/16
1. Close the following LI substitute bill “TRAC” ticket #2604 (post gut and go bills to LI as sub bills) –
Propylon
2. Automate bill history section of House and Senate Calendars (#2904); Propylon
3. Provide committee meeting minutes on committee page in PDF format. Post all minutes
Propylon/State
Closed from 3/16 list by 3/28
1. PDF for all documents using an automatic ODT to PDF converter in core –Propylon requirement
by 3/18;
2. CCRB reports on WEB site at time it is sent to State Printer same day when reports are available –
do now state/Propylon requirement
3. Create Decision Support (KLRD) production zone with Molinar repair done and TPOZ up by 3/18 –
Propylon requirement;
4. Search bills using same process as search statutes—(Propylon feature)
5. Assign to a test team member in LAS Computer Services the task of preparing an internal and
external site monitoring check list to be used for monitoring the WEB site every two hours --State
Ready to close with final confirmation
1. Make bill subject index and daily action reports searchable (Propylon feature)
2. Supp notes and fiscal notes posted to KLISS at time KLRD sends it to the State Printer –State

New to 3/25 priority list
1. With Alan Weis, analyze 3/21 Revisor Office issues report and prepare a response based on issue
priorities, Trac severity levels, and test script documentation by March 28th for Speaker O’Neal and
President Morris. Report includes response plan for issues. State
2. Finalize conference committee delta document support and implementation by 3/28 –Propylon
requirement
3. Centralize delta process using 3 temporary help personnel; locate temporary staff in KLISS Landon
State Office Building. Process all Revisor Office generated delta’s for Chambers with no errors
starting 3-21 per agreement with Revisor’s Office, Propylon, and LAS –Propylon/State
requirement (So far this has been successful and speeded up House Chamber evening process by
at least 3 hours per day. )
KLISS WEB Site Statistics (source Google Analytics)
February 23 to March 25
1. 140,351 visits
5 minutes and 20 seconds average time on site
2. 1,005,462 page views
27.6% of visitors come from Google
3. 7.16 views per page
14.6 of visitors come from Kansas.gov
4. 69% use Internet Explorer
36.2% of visitors come directly to site
5. 36.2% of visitors come directly to the site; 33.0% come from a referral; and 230.0% come from
search
6. 51,870 unique people visited the site during this period and 28.2% of visitors were first time
visitors

